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Abstract
A solution method is developed for obtaining an exact optimal solution for a Critical Chain Project
Management scheduling problem. Critical Chain Project Management aims to adhere to a target due date
as well as to shorten the makespan. The problem is both simple and practical, yet continues to interest
scholars and practitioners given the potential for improved scheduling. The traditional approach for solving
this problem is based on a compromising policy called “good enough”. Since existing methodology can be
reduced to a combinatorial problem, an optimal solution must exist for a project. Hence, our approach is to
obtain the exact optimal solution based on minimizing the estimated makespan. Given reduced task
processing times, precedence relations, and assigned tasks per each resource, we obtain the processing
sequence for each resource. The problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear-programming. An optimal
solution can therefore be found using a general-purpose solver. Application to a scheduling problem is
demonstrated to highlight the viability and performance of this approach.
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